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ABSTRACT
Network MIMO (netMIMO) has potential for signiﬁcantly enhancing the capacity of wireless networks with tight coordination of access points (APs) to serve multiple users concurrently. Existing
schemes realize netMIMO by integrating distributed APs into one
“giant” MIMO but do not scale well owing to their global synchronization requirement and overhead in sharing data between APs. To
remedy this limitation, we propose a novel system, NEMOx, that
realizes netMIMO downlink transmission for large-scale wireless
networks. NEMOx organizes a network into practical-size clusters,
each containing multiple distributed APs (dAPs) that opportunistically synchronize with each other for netMIMO downlink transmission. Inter-cluster interference is managed with a decentralized
channel-access algorithm, which is designed to balance between
the dAPs’ cooperation gain and spatial reuse—a unique tradeoff in
netMIMO. Within each cluster, NEMOx optimizes the power budgeting among dAPs and the set of users to serve, ensuring fairness
and effective cancellation of cross-talk interference. We have implemented and evaluated a prototype of NEMOx in a software radio
testbed, demonstrating its throughput scalability and multiple folds
of performance gain over current wireless LAN architecture and
alternative netMIMO schemes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design—Wireless Communications; C.2.2 [ComputerCommunication Networks]: Network Protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Network MIMO, multi-user MIMO networks

1.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the well-known bit-rate enhancements via multiplexing
gain, the throughput of MIMO networks has been improving at
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a much slower pace. Throughput-efﬁciency—deﬁned as the ratio of network throughput to PHY bit-rate—is only around 20%
in 300Mbps 802.11n MIMO networks, and below 10% in Gbps
802.11ac MU-MIMO networks [1]. One major reason for this is
that the multiplexing gain does not scale to multi-cell WLANs that
involve spatially-distributed transmitters. Deploying more APs does
not solve this problem either, as inter-cell contention overhead may
undo the intra-cell multiplexing gain from MIMO.
Network MIMO (netMIMO) [2], also referred to as distributed
MU-MIMO, has potential for eliminating inter-cell interference, and
hence eliminating contention, by allowing APs to tightly synchronize and share the transmission of data packets. An ideal netMIMO
system can enable concurrent transmissions from distributed APs,
thus scaling the downlink capacity linearly with the number of APs
in a network. Researchers have explored the design of netMIMO by
combining distributed APs into one giant MIMO transmitter [3–6].
APs are completely synchronized at the carrier-signal level by using
a reference signal, and share each other’s data (for cancelling crosstalk interference) via a wireline backhaul. While these schemes are
promising for small-scale networks within a single contention domain, their tight synchronization requirement renders them infeasible for large-scale multi-cell wireless networks. The need for sharing data packets and channel state in real time may also deplete the
backhaul capacity even if an expensive ﬁber backhaul connection
were used [2].
We believe that the eventual means of realizing netMIMO is
a hierarchical architecture that decomposes a large network into
small, practical-size clusters, each containing multiple tightly coordinated APs running netMIMO. Distant clusters do not interfere
with each other and can leverage spatial reuse; synchronization and
data sharing are limited to within each cluster, thus eliminating the
need for network-wide coordination. Realizing this vision, however, is very challenging. Interference between clusters, unless
properly managed, can easily nullify the intra-cluster netMIMO
gain. An extension of existing interference-avoidance protocols,
which regards a cluster as one node, is feasible but insufﬁcient—
interference patterns can vary signiﬁcantly over distributed APs
even within one cluster, and thus coarse-grained interference avoidance may severely lower the spatial reuse.
In this paper, we design and implement a novel framework, called
NEMOx, that realizes the potential of netMIMO for large-scale wireless networks. In NEMOx, a cluster contains one master AP (mAP)
which coordinates a set of distributed APs (dAPs) (Figure 1) for
netMIMO downlink transmission. The dAPs employ a distributed
CSMA mechanism to avoid inter-cluster interference, which evades
global synchronization and enables spatial reuse across clusters.
The nature of operation in netMIMO, however, poses a fundamental challenge. CSMA realizes asynchronous contention, but
cannot handle the synchronous cooperation (i.e., netMIMO trans-
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to building single-cluster netMIMO can also be used in our framework.
Contributions. We make several contributions via NEMOx as
follows:
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• Proposed a scalable, hierarchical architecture for netMIMO
in wireless networks that realizes netMIMO efﬁciently within
small clusters and employs asynchronous random access to
enable spatial reuse across clusters.

dAP (distributed AP)

Figure 1: Provisioning capacity and coverage using a traditional multi-cell WLAN (top) and NEMOx (bottom), respectively. Thick arrows indicate concurrent interference-free
transmissions.
mission) between distributed APs. NEMOx overcomes this difﬁculty via a semi-synchronized group-based contention mechanism,
which prescribes subsets of dAPs as contention entities. At runtime, the mAP opportunistically schedules the subset with idle dAPs.
Such a contention mechanism—contention being group-speciﬁc yet
transmission being dAP-speciﬁc—is unique to netMIMO and has
not been addressed in existing MAC designs. NEMOx proposes a
simple, decentralized algorithm to optimize the contention between
groups, and achieve proportionally fair channel access among dAPs.
While intra-cluster netMIMO transmission can be devised by
migrating the 802.11ac MU-MIMO modulation algorithm that exploits multiplexing gain [5, 7], we ﬁnd this could severely degrade
netMIMO’s performance. In particular, netMIMO may encounter
unbalanced topologies where clients are concentrated near a few
dAPs (which is common in, for example, conference rooms). In
such cases, greedy exploitation of dAPs’ multiplexing gain may
result in low throughput for all clients. Further, since a client’s
throughput is coupled with dAPs and other clients within the same
netMIMO transmission group, NEMOx meets these challenges by
jointly optimizing the power budget of dAPs and opportunistically
serving subsets of clients, so as to create balanced topologies and
provide clients throughput fairness.
Implementation. We have prototyped NEMOx’s MAC/PHY
components on the WARP software radio platform [8]. Each cluster is built on one WARP node serving as an mAP connecting to,
and controlling 4 dAPs (remote antennas). Sharing a central processing unit at the mAP, the dAPs achieve carrier-level synchronization without using an external clock, and real-time data sharing
without a backhaul network, thereby making it possible to realize
netMIMO transmission within a cluster. Our extensive experiments
demonstrate that NEMOx effectively addresses the PHY-level challenges unique to netMIMO, allowing downlink throughput to scale
linearly with the number of dAPs in a cluster. Experiments in a
network testbed with multiple clusters and trace-driven emulation
further verify the effectiveness of NEMOx’s MAC in coordinating
netMIMO clusters in large networks, yielding a multi-fold gain over
current wireless LAN architecture and existing netMIMO schemes.
NEMOx conﬁnes its main operations to the mAP and requires
no modiﬁcation to client receivers. Further, its approach of building netMIMO preserves the signal processing modules in 802.11ac
hardware, thus facilitating its deployment by simply upgrading the
mAP’s MAC driver and distributing its transmission points (antennas) using RF cables. Note that NEMOx’s MAC/PHY components
are not tied to this deployment model. Existing approaches [5, 6]

• Designed a protocol to manage the synchronous cooperation and asynchronous channel access for dAPs in netMIMO.
This protocol balances between multiplexing gain and spatial
reuse, allowing network capacity to scale with the number of
clusters.
• Optimized the netMIMO scheme that accounts for joint power
control and client selection within each cluster, allowing a
cluster’s capacity to scale with the number of dAPs.
• Developed a simple way to build netMIMO clusters and implemented a working prototype of NEMOx in a WARP-based
testbed, demonstrating NEMOx’s effectiveness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 brieﬂy introduces MIMO-based network architectures. Sec. 3 presents an
overview of the NEMOx architecture while Sec. 4 and 5 detail the
design of NEMOx. Sec. 6 and 7 describe the implementation and
experimental validation of NEMOx. Sec. 8 discusses NEMOx’s
limitations and our future work. Sec. 9 covers related work and
ﬁnally, Sec. 10 concludes the paper.

2.

BACKGROUND

Over the last several years, there has been an explosive growth of
mobile trafﬁc demand, whereas wireless spectrum remains a scarce
resource, and this trend is expected to continue in future. It is,
therefore, important to increase the transmission concurrency, or
multiplexing gain. Ideally, a WLAN infrastructure should scale its
multiplexing gain with the density of APs, while ensuring good
coverage of a given area. Spatial reuse should also be exploited
to scale the network capacity as its network area expands. Wireless
LANs have evolved over the last decade with different architectures
(Figure 2) to deal with these two levels of scalability.
Table 1 shows the capacity-scaling proﬁles of these WLAN architectures. For a fair comparison, they are assumed to use the same
number of transmit antennas to cover the same area. Each transmit
antenna has the same power budget, a practical constraint for radio
hardware [2].
SISO and MIMO. In 802.11a/b/g SISO WLANs, neighboring
APs interfere with each other and hence can only transmit alternately, i.e., multiplexing gain is infeasible for transmitters in the
same contention domain. However, APs in different contention
domains can exploit spatial reuse to scale network capacity with
network size. A MIMO AP, based on 802.11n, can send multiple streams of data to the same client, or beamform the same data
through multiple antennas to improve SINR and link capacity, i.e.,
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Scalability, one
contention domain
Scalability, multiple
contention domains

Table 1: Scalability proﬁles for WLAN architectures. The multiplexing gain and diversity gain refer to the gains from cooperation across multiple WLAN cells.
diversity gain. However, like SISO, neighboring MIMO APs are
not cooperative, and hence provide no multiplexing gain among
them.
MU-MIMO or CAS. The emerging 802.11ac multi-user MIMO
(MU-MIMO) network [9] allows a multi-antenna AP to send different data streams concurrently to multiple clients. However, concurrency is achievable only for clients in the same cell, with all transmit antennas co-located at one AP. Like MIMO networks, such a
co-located antenna system (CAS) cannot harness multiplexing gain
for distributed APs, thereby not allowing the network capacity to
scale with AP density.
NetMIMO. NetMIMO enables simultaneous transmission of different data streams through multiple dAPs that are tightly synchronized to form a “giant” multi-antenna transmitter [3–6]. The dAPs
can serve their clients simultaneously by cancelling cross-talk interference, thus achieving multiplexing gain and scaling capacity with
the AP density. However, existing netMIMO schemes require fullsynchronization (w.r.t. transmission time, sampling clock-rate, carrier frequency and phase) and data sharing between all APs, which
is not feasible for large networks with many APs spanning multiple
contention domains.
NEMOx is designed as a practical solution to overcome this fundamental limitation, allowing netMIMO’s downlink capacity to scale
with both AP density and network size.

3.

NEMOx: AN OVERVIEW

3.1
3.1.1

Motivation and Challenges
Why MAC for netMIMO?

A hierarchical architecture makes it feasible to deploy netMIMO
for large-scale wireless networks. But a fundamental question associated with it is: How should a cluster contend for channel access
and avoid interference with its neighbors?
Although the intra-cluster dAPs’ operations can be centralized
at the mAP, they may border on dAPs of different clusters, thus
experiencing asynchronous channel states or interference patterns.
Unfortunately, netMIMO transmission can be realized only when
all dAPs in a cluster synchronize their transmission attempts, i.e.,
each senses an idle channel and ﬁnishes a random backoff at the
same time.
To overcome this dilemma, the mAP may opt to wait for all
its dAPs to become available and then trigger synchronous netMIMO transmissions from them. While this approach would provide a maximum multiplexing gain, the strict binding of dAPs can
severely reduce spatial reuse opportunity of those dAPs that have
less contention with dAPs in other clusters. Alternatively, dAPs in
each cluster can run CSMA independently and start synchronous
netMIMO transmissions if they acquire channels simultaneously.
However, such opportunities are rare due to the decentralized and
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Figure 3: In an unbalanced topology, concurrently serving two
clients results in underutilization of the dAP’s power budget,
leading to low-rate for both.
asynchronous nature of CSMA. Thus, this approach signiﬁcantly
limits multiplexing gain and reduces NEMOx to an 802.11 multicell WLAN.
In arbitrating channel contention between clusters, the medium
access mechanism in NEMOx must therefore strike a balance between multiplexing gain and spatial reuse in coordinating dAPs
within the same cluster. Realizing this objective entails a new
MAC design for netMIMO which (i) allows asynchronous contention across clusters to achieve scalability, (ii) employs ﬂexible
subsets of cooperating dAPs in each cluster to leverage spatial reuse,
and (iii) opportunistically synchronizes dAPs within a cluster to realize netMIMO transmission and harvest multiplexing gain.

3.1.2

Tailoring netMIMO PHY for distributed APs

A common approach to realizing netMIMO transmission is to
migrate the 802.11ac MU-MIMO PHY, treating dAPs as multiple
antennas of a giant AP [5, 6], and using zero-forcing beamforming
(ZFBF) to cancel cross-talk interference. ZFBF is a linear precoding mechanism that allows each dAP to send a weighted combination of the data symbols intended for different clients. Suppose h is
the channel matrix and x the vector of symbols, then the weights,
or so called the precoding vector, are created through a pseudoinverse: v = h� (hh� )−1 . Since hvx = Ix where I is the identity
matrix, each client only receives the data intended for itself. In
other words, the clients’ cross-talk interference is pre-cancelled by
the dAPs.
However, we found ZFBF to be sub-optimal for netMIMO, especially in an unbalanced network topology. In MU-MIMO, transmit
antennas are co-located and impose a similar level of cross-talk interference on each client, and hence, it is reasonable to use ZFBF
which implicitly projects equal power for all clients [7]. But for netMIMO, due to the distributed nature of transmit antennas, the crosstalk interference may dominate the useful signals when clients are
concentrated near one dAP.
For example, the two clients in Figure 3 are concentrated near
dAP1. Since dAP2 is far away, it needs much greater power to
cancel the cross-talk interference created by dAP1. However, since
both dAPs have the same power budget, dAP2 should use its full
power whereas dAP1 must reduce its power so that its cross-talk
interference can still be cancelled by dAP2. As a result, only a small
fraction of the power budget is used on useful signals, resulting in
low rates for both clients. In such a case, it may be preferable to
serve a single client (leveraging diversity gain) with full transmit
power, or select clients that form a more balanced topology.
In addition, unlike in existing MAC/PHY protocols [10,11], where
fairness can be deﬁned w.r.t. a link (Tx–Rx pair), such a notion does
not exist in netMIMO, where clients’ rates are coupled and depend
on a set of dAPs that are jointly serving them.
Therefore, optimizing NEMOx’s netMIMO operations involves
not only ZFBF precoding, but also allocation of power from dAPs
to clients, and the set of clients to be served on each transmission
attempt.

3.2

Basic Operations

NEMOx adopts a thin AP approach to building a netMIMO cluster. The dAPs in each cluster are simply a set of distributed anten-
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Figure 4: Operations of an mAP controlling 3 dAPs. The mAP
schedules dAPs’ transmissions and modulates their data to remove cross-talk interference. The dAPs are responsible for carrier sensing and emitting modulated signals.
nas responsible for carrier sensing and emitting modulated signals.
Both their PHY-layer packet modulation/demodulation and MAClayer channel access protocols are centrally managed by the mAP.
The MAC/PHY follows a modular design with a simple interface.
The PHY provides each dAP’s carrier sensing decision to the MAC,
whereas the MAC is responsible for acquiring channel access opportunities, telling the PHY when to start netMIMO transmission
and which dAPs to employ. As in existing netMIMO schemes [5,6],
NEMOx primarily focuses on concurrent downlink transmissions
from dAPs to clients.
Figure 4 illustrates a typical operation ﬂow of an mAP controlling 3 dAPs (in cluster1). The mAP adopts a group contention
algorithm in which subsets of dAPs opportunistically contend for
netMIMO transmission. When dAP1 and dAP2 sense an idle channel, the mAP may choose to synchronize them into one group and
then run a probabilistic contention algorithm to acquire the channel
and avoid collision with external dAPs (those in different clusters).
The mAP’s choice between spatial reuse (schedule subset of dAPs
for contention) and multiplexing gain (wait for all dAPs to become
idle) is driven by a local optimization algorithm, which realizes proportionally fair channel access among all dAPs.
After a group of dAPs win channel contention, the mAP needs
to match them with a set of clients. In particular, it needs to modulate their data and budget the transmit power of each dAP, so as
to cancel cross-talk interference and maximize multiplexing gain.
When the number of selected clients is less than the number of
dAPs, the dAPs can beamform their power to the clients to improve
their SINR, i.e., harvesting the diversity gain. These operations are
managed by the mAP’s PHY module, which optimizes long-term
throughput subject to proportional fairness among clients.

4. EFFICIENT NEMOx CHANNEL ACCESS
4.1 Creating virtual APs
While allowing for opportunistic grouping of dAPs strikes a balance between their multiplexing gain and spatial reuse, there still
remains an important question: how is a dAP group formed? Recall
that this problem involves a conﬂict between asynchronous contention and synchronized cooperation between dAPs. NEMOx resolves this tension by separating contention from dAP grouping.
An mAP ﬁrst prescribes all potential groups of dAPs in its cluster;
each group is called a virtual AP (vAP). It then runs a contention
algorithm that allows the vAPs to contend with each other and also
with external vAPs.
A vAP decides on an idle channel only if all its dAPs sense idle
channels, and switches to busy if any of its dAPs becomes busy.
Upon sensing an idle channel, the vAP maintains a single backoff timer whose expiration triggers the netMIMO transmission of
all dAPs contained in the vAP. As these dAPs are virtually synchronized within a vAP, but vAPs contend with each other asynchronously, we call this semi-synchronized contention. NEMOx’s
unique architecture makes it possible to realize such a contention
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Figure 5: An example topology in NEMOx with 3 clusters each
containing 2 dAPs. The dotted circle represents a dAP’s carrier
sensing range.
mechanism, because the MAC/PHY operations of all vAPs and dAPs
inside each cluster are centrally executed by the mAP.
Dominance relation. In its simplest form, the vAPs in a cluster
are equivalent to all of its subsets of dAPs. But direct enumeration of all subsets results in an exponential number of vAPs. Since
not all cooperating sets contribute equally to the cluster’s capacity,
NEMOx discriminates them by deﬁning a dominance relation.
A vAP Si is said to dominate another vAP Sj within the same
cluster if Sj ’s dAPs is a subset of Si ’s, and Si ’s interfering dAPs in
neighboring clusters are a subset of Sj ’s dAPs. In this case, Si has
similar or fewer number of contenders than Sj , but it has a higher
multiplexing gain. The dominated vAPs in Sj are pruned to achieve
higher computation and contention efﬁciency. For example, for the
leftmost cluster in Figure 5, the vAP {A, B} dominates {B} because they are interfered by the same set of dAPs (i.e., dAP C) in
other clusters, and {B} is only a subset of {A, B}.
To establish a dominance relation, vAPs simply sample the channel status, instead of decoding the identities of their interfering
dAPs—which is not always feasible. If vAP Sj is always busy
when Si is busy, but not vice versa, then Si ’s interfering dAPs are
a subset of Sj . The mAP performs such sampling and refreshes
the dominance relation periodically (akin to an 802.11 beacon period), which can be done easily as all vAPs’ operations are running
centrally at the mAP.

4.2

Semi-synchronized CSMA

By constructing vAPs, an mAP translates the medium access
problem of an entire cluster into channel contention between vAPs.
Below we describe the channel-access protocol from the perspectives of an mAP and its vAPs.
Client association. If a client associated with the cluster has
downlink packets to receive, then all dAPs which can deliver packets to the client will be marked as potential transmitters. Further,
all vAPs that contain any potential transmitters, will trigger channel
contention. Depending on the outcome of contention, a client may
be served by a different vAP for each transmission attempt. Such
a soft association mechanism is a unique feature of the NEMOx
architecture, as dAPs or vAPs in a cluster are centrally controlled
by the mAP, and can ﬂexibly adjust their association with clients
on a per-packet basis. This ﬂexibility makes it possible to vary the
throughput provisioning for a client by matching it with vAPs of
different sizes, which will be further optimized in NEMOx’s PHY
component (see Sec. 5).
State transition. NEMOx runs a probabilistic channel-access
algorithm, where each vAP adjusts its aggressiveness in contention
following the state-transition diagram in Figure 6. A vAP updates
its state on a per-time-slot basis. The slot duration is the same as
that in 802.11 (e.g., 9µs in 802.11g). Time slots are synchronized
only for vAPs within the same cluster. A vAP, Vj , starts with the
busy state by default. It enters the idle state if all of its dAPs sense
an idle channel for a ﬁxed number of slots (the DIFS period deﬁned
in 802.11 [9]). Then, it transits to contention state with a contention
probability qj . With probability (1−qj ), it remains in the idle state,
and advances its contention probability as:
(1)
qj ← q j + α
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Figure 6: State-transition diagram for a vAP.
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a ﬁxed parameter that determines how aggressively Vj should advance its contention probability.
After entering the contention state, it starts the backoff procedure by selecting a random number between 0 and the backoff window B, and counting the corresponding number of idle slots. If the
backoff counter expires on time, Vj calls its PHY module to start
netMIMO transmission. If Vj senses a busy channel during backoff
due to another (either internal or external) vAP acquiring the channel beforehand, then it declares a contention failure, switches back
to busy state, and reduces its contention probability as:
(2)
qj ← q j − F j
where Fj is a parameter to be optimized (see Sec. 4.3.3).
Upon completing transmission and receiving ACKs from all intended clients, Vj returns to its initial busy state and advances its
contention probability according to Eq. (1). Otherwise, a transmission failure occurs and Vj reduces its contention probability according to Eq. (2).
In NEMOx, collision can only occur between vAPs of different
clusters. When vAPs inside the same cluster ﬁre backoff counters
simultaneously, the mAP randomly enables one of them. By migrating the medium access from node (dAP) level to group (vAP)
level, NEMOx substantially reduces the number of contention domains compared to traditional 802.11 WLANs, thus lowering the
collision overhead.
It is now evident that the key to NEMOx’s MAC efﬁciency and
fairness lies in how a vAP advances or regresses its contention
probability qj as in Eqs. (1) and (2). In what follows, we forwardengineer these operations to achieve optimal and fair channel access
among all dAPs.

4.3

Optimizing medium access

As clients’ population is dynamic and their trafﬁc demands are
unpredictable, NEMOx opts to provision optimal and fair channel access for the netMIMO infrastructure, i.e., the dAPs instead.
Responsibility for fairness among clients is delegated to the PHY
module (Sec. 5) which selectively serves clients, given the dAPs
available for netMIMO transmission.

4.3.1

Formulation of the optimization problem

The overarching goal of the MAC module is thus to optimize the
semi-synchronized contention algorithm, run by vAPs, to ensure
optimal and fair channel access for all dAPs—the actual transmitters. Suppose ri is the probability of successful transmission for
dAP i, and C the set of clusters. Then, the optimization problem
can be cast as:
��
αK U (ri ).
(3)
max
K∈C i∈K

Each dAP i is associated with a utility function U (ri ), which
reﬂects the fairness objective. When U (ri ) = log(ri ), maximizing

the sum utility is proven to achieve global optimality w.r.t. ri and
proportional fairness [12]. αK is the weight that can be used for
prioritizing cluster K.
The optimization objective must be pursued subject to network
resource constraints. The nature of CSMA contention allows at
most one vAP to transmit in any contention domain, which can
be characterized by a maximal clique—a complete graph in which
there exists an edge between two vAPs if they can sense each other.
In other words, the sum contention probability of all vAPs in any
maximal clique should not exceed 1. Let M denote the set of maximal cliques in the network, then
�
qj ≤ 1, ∀m ∈ M.
(4)
j∈m

Furthermore, the effective transmission probability, ri , of dAP
i, equals the sum transmission probability of all vAPs containing
it. Let Pj be the probability that vAP j experiences a transmission/contention failure, then its effective transmission probability
is equal to (1 − Pj )qj . So, we have:
�
(1 − Pj )qj
(5)
ri =
i∈j

Note that ri is the probability of successful transmission and qj is
the overall contention probability. To derive ri from qj , an attrition
factor (1 − Pj ) is multiplied, thus accounting for both transmission
and contention failure.
Consequently, the semi-synchronized contention algorithm can
achieve optimality and fairness if it solves the optimization problem
(3) subject to constraints (4) and (5). With this formulation, the rate
of each dAP would be a function of all of the vAPs it belongs to, as
well as their collision probability. Moreover, with the utility deﬁned
w.r.t. each dAP, the above optimization implicitly favors vAPs with
more dAPs and hence a higher netMIMO gain.
The solution of this optimization directly provides the channel
contention probability qj for each vAP j. But solving the problem
is non-trivial as it involves exchange of global information between
all vAPs and dAPs in a network, which we strive to avoid. In what
follows, we derive a decentralized solution that can be mapped to
each vAP’s local state transitions (Figure 6) but can still achieve the
optimization objective.

4.3.2

Decentralized solution for each vAP

We ﬁrst obtain a decentralized solution to the optimization problem (3) by decomposing its variables into subsets, each associated
with one NEMOx cluster. Observing that (3) is a concave optimization problem, we can obtain its Lagrangian as:
� �
��
αK U (ri ) −
β m qj
(6)
L=
m∈M j∈m

K∈C i∈K

where βm is the Lagrange multiplier for maximal clique m. We can
write βm as βm = βPm , where Pm is the collision probability in
maximal clique m. Since a vAP j may belong to multiple maximal
cliques, its collision probability is Pj = 1 − Πm:j∈m (1 − Pm ). If
Pm is kept small, then we have:
�
Pm
(7)
Pj ≈
m:j∈m

The assumption of a small Pm requires that the collision probability of any contention domain within the network be kept low.
This can be satisﬁed by keeping a reasonably small value for α and
a large value for B (Figure 6), so that no vAP becomes overly aggressive during contention. A similar assumption has been used in
traditional utility-based wireless MAC design [10].
Following the approximation in Eq. (7), the parameter Pj can
be approached by allowing vAP j to locally keep track of its con-

tention/transmission failure probability, without knowledge of its
maximal cliques or loss probabilities in each of them. Now, substituting�
for βm and making the approximation, we have
L = K∈C LK , where
�
�
αK U (ri ) − β
Pj qj .
(8)
LK =
i∈K

i∈K,j:i∈j

The analysis in [10, 11] has shown that the aggregate utility for a
system of equations of the above form is maximized when the individual components maximize their own utilities. While the component corresponds to a single link in traditional WLANs, this corresponds to a cluster K in netMIMO, thereby requiring joint adaptation of vAPs within each cluster for optimality. Applying the KKT
conditions for optimality with respect to each vAP j, we obtain
�
dLK
=
αK U � (ri )(1 − Pj ) − βPj = 0, ∀j ∈ m.
(9)
dqj
i∈j
Since U (ri ) = log(ri ), at the optimum, for every vAP j in cluster K, we have:
�
dLK
=
αK (1 − Pj )ri−1 − βPj = 0.
(10)
dqj
i∈j
Or equivalently, αK (1 − Pj ) − βPj ·

��
i∈j

(1/ri )

�−1

= 0.

While αK can be used to prioritize different clusters, we set
αK = α� for an equal bias. Given that Pj can be locally inferred
by each vAP j, the above optimality condition can be approached
by adapting each vAP j’s contention probability in a completely
decentralized manner as:
� �
�
(11)
qj ← qj + α� − Pj β( (1/ri ))−1 + α� .

When mutually interfering vAPs advance their contention probabilities to high values, severe collision may occur which will waste
channel time for corrupted packets. NEMOx reduces the risk of
collision with an additional backoff, which buffers and randomizes vAP’s transmissions. The backoff window size B need not
be adapted over time as a vAP can react to and reduce collisions by
adapting its contention probability. Here B is defaulted to 32.

5.

NEMOx: NETMIMO TRANSMISSION

NEMOx’s PHY module resolves a second challenge unique to
netMIMO, i.e., optimizing power budgeting for dAPs and ensuring fairness among clients. This section describes the PHY module
from the perspective of a vAP (and its dAPs) that has won channel contention. We ﬁrst introduce how the vAP budgets power for
a given set of clients, and then discuss how it selects clients for
fairness.

5.1

Optimal power budgeting for dAPs

As we observed in Sec. 3, a direct application of ZFBF precoding to netMIMO may severely degrade its performance. The fundamental reason for this is that ZFBF forces dAPs to explore multiplexing gain and implicitly allocates the same power for all clients
[7]. NEMOx overcomes this limitation with optimal power budgeting. It trades multiplexing gain for diversity gain in unbalanced
topologies, by beamforming multiple dAPs’ power to one client,
while also opportunistically scheduling clients to reduce topology
imbalance. The tradeoff between diversity and multiplexing gains
is made automatically via the following optimization framework
that performs joint precoding and power (JPP) allocation:
JPP:

max

i∈j

The adaptation mechanism for each vAP follows a gradient approach based on the KKT conditions. Further, since the utility function U (ri ) = log(ri ) and the resulting Lagrangian are concave
with respect to each qj , there exists a unique maximum, to which
the individual adaptations converge. We omit the detailed proof of
convergence as it bears a spirit similar to the one in [10].

4.3.3

Mapping optimization solution to NEMOx

We can now map the optimization solution (11) to NEMOx’s
channel-access algorithm shown in Figure 6. The adaptation can
be done in discrete time frames, each spanning one of three states:
idle, transmission success, and transmission/contention failure. At
the end of each frame, a vAP j advances its contention probability
by α� , so α in NEMOx (Eq. (1)) should be set to α� . A large value
of α� leads to fast adaptation, but cause oscillation of pj around
�
its optimum. By default, we set
�α = 0.05. By using (11), a
vAP should deduct its qj by (β( i∈j (1/ri ))−1 + α) whenever a
transmission/contention failure occurs (with probability Pj ). Since
failure is conditioned upon a contention attempt with probability
qj , the actual deduction should be scaled down by qj . The resulting
deduction is exactly the parameter Fj in Figure 6:
�
� �
Fj = qj−1 β( (1/ri ))−1 + α .
(12)
i∈j

When following the adaptation step of (11), each vAP j should
truncate qj to make it fall in the range [0, 1].
Note that the parameter β represents a scalar component for the
Lagrange multiplier component βm in Eq. (6). A larger β incurs
a larger penalty to pj when collision occurs, but larger oscillation
around the optimum. By default, we use an empirical value of β =
0.25 which keeps a relatively low collision probability.

s.t.

Pi = |
�|D|

�|S|

�|D|

i=1 wi

�|S|

k=1 hik vki |

i=1 |vki |

k=1 hjk vki

2

Pi
)
N0

(13)

, ∀i ∈ D

(14)

log(1 +
2

≤ Pmax , ∀k ∈ S

= 0, i ∈ D, j �= i,

(15)
(16)

where D and S are the set of clients and dAPs, respectively. Eq. (14)
represents client i’s received power under the joint effects of precoding vki and channel distortion hik (k ∈ S, i ∈ D) w.r.t. dAP k.
Eq. (15) is the per-dAP power budget constraint. Eq. (16) represents
the precoding constraint, i.e., precoded data symbols intended for
client i should cancel each other when arriving at client j (i �= j)
after experiencing channel distortion. The weight wi associated
with client i determines throughput fairness and will be discussed
in Sec. 5.2.
The objective of this JPP framework is to maximize the weighted
sum throughput of all clients, by optimizing elements of the precoding matrix vki (k ∈ S, i ∈ D), which in turn determines dAP k’s
power budget for client i. When the topology is unbalanced, this
objective implicitly favors a few clients with high capacity, instead
of fairly serving all clients with extremely low capacity. To the best
of our knowledge, such a tradeoff between diversity and multiplexing gain has not been addressed in existing netMIMO system designs [5, 6]. The signiﬁcance of both the problem and our approach
will be highlighted in Sec. 7.1 through our testbed experiments.
The JPP formulation can be easily proven to be non-convex [13]
w.r.t. the real and imaginary components of vki , due to the norm operator in Eq. (14). Fortunately, by phase-shifting the vector vik , ∀k ∈
�|S|
S appropriately, we can restrict Im( k=1 hik vik ) = 0, while both
constraints (15) and (16) are insensitive to the phase-shift. The resulting problem then becomes convex, and can be easily solved using standard convex optimization techniques.

Algorithm 1 Opportunistic client scheduling.
1. Input: S: set of dAPs in a vAP who won contention; D: set
of clients that can be served by the dAPs in S.
D: set of clients in this cluster.
2. Initialize: D� ←NULL, Omax ← 0
3. while |D� | < |S|
4.
foreach i ∈ D\D�
5.
Solve JPP, with the set of dAPs S and set of clients i ∪ D� .
Obtain optimal sum capacity Oi .
6.
if Oi > Omax then Omax ← Oi ; bestClient← i;
7.
endif
8.
endfor
9.
D� ← bestClient ∪ D�
10. end while
11. Run netMIMO transmission from S to D� .
12. Client i throughput is Ri in this transmission, i ∈ D
13. Ri ← γRi + (1 − γ)Ri
14. wi ← 1/Ri
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Figure 7: Flow of operations for a netMIMO transmission in
NEMOx.

5.2

Opportunistic client scheduling

NEMOx adopts an opportunistic client scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 1) to restrict the set of clients to be served in each transmission attempt, and integrates client selection with the JPP precoding
matrix design to achieve its fairness objective.
Client selection affects the topology pattern (balanced or unbalanced), which in turn affects the netMIMO capacity. This observation leads to an iterative client-selection algorithm for NEMOx.
In each iteration, the algorithm searches for a bestClient that maximizes the weighted sum rate (according to JPP), when served together with those clients already selected. The selection aborts if
the number of selected clients exceeds the number of dAPs, or the
bestClient yields a lower sum rate than that in the previous iteration.
Then, netMIMO transmission is executed and client i achieves a
throughput of Ri . It then updates its time-averaged throughput Ri
using a moving average with a smoothing factor γ (set to 0.1 by
default). Further, its throughput weight wi is adjusted to achieve a
certain long-term fairness objective. For proportional fairness, we
can conﬁgure wi to be the inverse of Ri [14].

5.3

Channel estimation, reservation and ACK

Figure 7 illustrates a typical ﬂow of operations in a netMIMO
transmission, which involves a set of dAPs selected by NEMOx’s
MAC module, and clients selected by the above opportunistic client
scheduling algorithm.
Before starting the data transmission, the dAPs synchronously
broadcast the same RTS packet that indicates the transmission duration and clients’ addresses. Then, all selected clients return the
same CTS packet. The CTS packet contains the duration of this
transmission attempt, and is sent by all clients synchronously to reserve a channel from transmitters in neighboring clusters. The
dAPs’ RTS packets serve as a reference broadcast for all clients,
so that they can synchronize their CTS responses. Since the CTS
packets contain the same information, they do not collide with each
other when synchronized. Such synchronized responses are shown

vAP creation
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vAP channel
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Channel access module
netMIMO transmission module
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CTS

channel
feedback
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precoding

Data
ACK

Figure 8: Summary of NEMOx operations.
to be effective even when COTS WiFi and ZigBee hardware are
used [15, 16].
After the RTS/CTS handshake, the clients sequentially feed back
the channel state information (CSI), i.e., the channel vector from the
dAPs to itself. Such feedback is necessary for the mAP to compute
the precoding matrix following JPP. The netMIMO transmission is
aborted if feedback from some clients is missing, perhaps due to a
CTS channel reservation failure. In such a case, other vAPs can
reuse the transmission opportunity, thanks to NEMOx’s contentionbased channel access protocol. If the netMIMO transmission succeeds, an ACK is also sent sequentially by each client in a similar
manner to the CSI feedback.
NEMOx’s CSI and ACK feedback operations are similar to those
in 802.11ac, but its channel reservation mechanism is unique. In
802.11ac’s MU-MIMO mode [9], an AP needs to broadcast a TXOP
packet, which signals neighboring transmitters and reserves the channel. TXOP itself does not resolve the hidden terminal problem;
NEMOx addresses it using the synchronous CTS from clients.
NEMOx’s client-selection algorithm needs a channel matrix from
the dAPs to all potential clients (line 5 in Algorithm 1). Estimating such a channel matrix incurs huge overhead. Observe, however, that dAPs and clients tend to spread over a large area, and
small-scale fading (which causes small magnitude and phase variation) has relatively small impact on topology imbalance, compared
to large-scale pathloss due mainly to transmitter/receiver distance.
Therefore, without losing much accuracy, NEMOx runs client selection using the latest channel gain statistics in previous transmissions, so as to reduce the channel-estimation overhead.

6.

IMPLEMENTATION

Flow of Operations in NEMOx. Figure 8 summarizes NEMOx’s
ﬂow of operations throughout one channel contention and transmission attempt. An mAP periodically runs the vAP prunning algorithm (Sec. 4.1). It continuously contends for channel access on behalf of all remaining vAPs (Sec. 4.2). The vAP that wins contention
in each cluster will start its netMIMO transmission attempt immediately. It ﬁrst uses the client selection algorithm (Sec. 5.2) to determine the set of clients to serve, and initiates the RTS/CTS exchange
with the selected clients and obtains channel matrix (Sec. 5.3). Then,
it computes the precoding matrix v following the JPP framework
(Sec. 5.1), precodes the data vector x into a new vector vx, and
sends each element of the vector through the corresponding dAP.
Based on ACK feedback the clients, the vAP infers transmission
success/failure, updates contention parameters and starts a new round
of contention (Sec. 4.2).
Implementation. We have implemented a prototype of NEMOx
on the WARP [8] software radio platform. We use the original
WARP board as an mAP, and deploy the dAPs by extending the
WARP antennas (with a radio board) by up to 30 ft using LMR-400
50Ω coaxial cables and SMA male-to-female connectors (Figure 9).
Based on the WARPlab driver, we have implemented a full-ﬂedged
multi-user MIMO-OFDM modulation/demodulation library to support NEMOx. Figure 10 shows the basic components and interfaces
in our implementation.
Transmit path. In the transmit path, we implement the NEMOx
client-selection algorithm to determine the set of dAPs/clients to

7.

EVALUATION

In this section, we ﬁrst evaluate NEMOx’s PHY components.
Then, we run it in a multi-cluster testbed to evaluate its networklevel throughput, fairness and scalability.
Figure 9: Building a NEMOx cluster using WARP.
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Figure 10: The MIMO-OFDM PHY layer implementation of
NEMOx on WARP.
be used for netMIMO transmissions. Then, the digital bits of each
client are mapped to symbols via BPSK. NEMOx’s joint precoding
and power-allocation algorithm is then performed in the frequency
domain (on the symbols carried by each OFDM subcarrier). The
precoded symbols for each dAP are modulated using OFDM and
sent over the air.
Receive path. Each client runs the receiver path that detects the
packets and then estimates the channel from each dAP. All packets start with a short-preamble that can be detected using a selfcorrelation based algorithm [17]. Due to the long interface latency between the WARP radio and its PC host, the synchronous
CTS feedback from clients cannot be directly implemented. Thus,
we simulate the RTS/CTS-based channel reservation with a C++
based module running on the PC host, as will be detailed below.
Our implementation of channel estimation follows a similar procedure as in 802.11ac. Speciﬁcally, the dAPs ﬁrst send the same
short-preamble synchronously, and then sequentially send a longpreamble, which is used for each client to correct frequency offset
and estimate the CSI. The CSI is estimated for each OFDM subcarrier and contains the channel phase/amplitude distortion between
all dAPs and the receiver itself. CSI elements are quantized to 8-bit
following 802.11ac [9] and fed back to the mAP for precoding. In
our implementation, all dAPs’ and clients’ signal processing operations run on a PC host, so the feedback is realized directly using
function calls. This alleviates the problem of CSI feedback delay,
although the signal processing delay is still on the order of tens of
milliseconds, much longer than an actual hardware implementation.
Following the long-preambles is an additional preamble sent by
all dAPs concurrently and used by each receiver to estimate the
composite channel created by channel distortion and precoding.
Based on the estimation estimation results, the receiver can demodulate the OFDM symbols and decode the digital bits therein. Within
each OFDM symbol, 4 pilot subcarriers (with known bits) are sent
by the transmitter and used for correcting residual errors in the frequency offset estimation using long-preambles.
Implementation of NEMOx MAC. We implement NEMOx’s MAC
protocol as a C++ back-end module running on the WARP controller. Time-critical functionalities, such as backoff countdown
and inter-frame timing, are realized using a virtual timer instead
of wallclock time. Carrier sensing relation between dAPs are measured ofﬂine for each experimental topology and fed into the MAC
module. If contention succeeds, the MAC of the winning mAP calls
its PHY transmit path to realize the packet transmission. This approach circumvents the long latency of the WARP-PC interface, but
preserves the contention behaviors of different mAPs, as well as the
channel pathloss/fading effects.

7.1

Micro-benchmark evaluation

We deployed a single cluster in an ofﬁce environment (its ﬂoor
map shown in Figure 11). To isolate ambient interference, all experiments were conducted at night, and over a 2.4 GHz ISM band
(channel 14) unused by any other nearby devices. As a WARP
board can only support up to 4 dAPs, we use trace-driven emulation
for more than 4 dAPs. For emulation, each dAP broadcasts short
probing packets containing only the synchronization and channel
estimation preambles. Channel matrices are recorded by clients for
1 minute and then replayed in our PHY module implementation.
Sampling one channel matrix takes only around 8.7 ms with the
latest WARPLab driver, well below the typical coherence time for
indoor radio environments (800 ms according to [18]) and ensures
that the channel matrices represent a snapshot of the real channel
effects. The accuracy of this emulation will be validated by comparing it with real-time experiments.
Multiplexing gain. We compare NEMOx with a baseline scheme
in which dAPs are non-cooperative, referred to as NonCoop, essentially the default protocol in 802.11 WLANs. To isolate the
MAC-layer effects, we ﬁrst assume NonCoop can centrally schedule dAPs alternately (w/o MAC). By default, we run UDP transmissions with packet size 1.5KB and BPSK modulation. The SINR of
decoded BPSK symbols is then mapped to the Shannon rate. Figure 12(a) plots NEMOx’s multiplexing gain (reﬂected by per-client
throughput gain) over NonCoop, where the number of clients increases along with that of dAPs. As dAP density rises, the number
of concurrent transmissions (and hence multiplexing gain) grows
almost linearly. Ideally, the gain should increase in the same order
as dAP density, but the experimental results are shown to be less
than ideal, e.g., the average capacity gain is 6.45 with dAP density
equal to 8. This is because the dAP-to-client channels are not perfectly orthogonal. Each dAP needs to reduce power to combat the
channel correlation and cancel cross-talk interference. Similar observations have been made in an existing theoretical analysis [14].
Figure 12(a) also compares the trace-driven emulation (for dAP
density 2—4) with real-time experiments (represented with solid
symbols), which match each other very well. Our analysis of the
traces show that the received signal power variation is negligible
over tens of seconds to several minutes, as our experimental setting avoids ambient mobility and interference. Thus, collecting and
replaying channel traces produces consistent experimental results
with real-time runs.
We further enable NEMOx’s MAC implementation and compare it with our implementation of 802.11 CSMA for NonCoop
(w/ MAC). Figure 12(a) shows that NEMOx’s gain grows to 3.92
and 7.91, for dAP density 4 and 8, respectively, even higher than
w/o MAC. Under a realistic CSMA-based MAC, the NonCoop APs
need to spend a substantial amount of time for channel contention
and collision resolution. By contrast, NEMOx eliminates such overhead, and therefore, NEMOx’s multiplexing gain comes from both
netMIMO cooperation at PHY layer and reduced contention overhead at MAC layer. The combined capacity gain can be even larger
than the dAP density in one cluster.
Diversity gain. When the client population is small, multiple
dAPs can harvest diversity gain by beamforming the same data towards one client. Figure 12(b) evaluates such diversity gain for two
clients: client A, located at the network edge, and client B, located
near the network center (with similar distance to all dAPs). The for-
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0

mer beneﬁts little from diversity, as its signal power mainly comes
from the few dAPs nearby. The latter’s capacity scales with the
number of beamforming dAPs. With 8 dAPs, the average diversity
gain is 3.08. This implies that the diversity gain scales sub-linearly
with M (the number of dAPs), consistent with the theoretical rule
of log(M 2 ) scalability [14].
Impact of power allocation. NEMOx’s JPP module is critical
when the cluster’s topology is unbalanced. In practice, such topologies are formed when clients are concentrated around a few dAPs,
which we call primary dAPs. In Figure 13, we place 4 dAPs in a
cluster, and vary the clients’ concentrated locations to create different numbers of primary dAPs. The results show that, compared
to ZFBF, NEMOx improves the mean link capacity by around 59%
when the clients are concentrated near 1 or 2 dAPs. Despite its remarkable performance for co-located antenna systems [7, 19], the
equal power allocation strategy in ZFBF may severely underutilize
netMIMO’s capacity in such topologies.
Impact of opportunistic client selection. An additional dimension of optimization in NEMOx is client selection. Figure 14 shows
the experimental results when the number of dAPs is ﬁxed at 4
while varying that of clients. Compared to a naive scheme that
randomly selects 4 clients, NEMOx achieves a 58.9–75.6% higher
average rate for clients. Even when the number of dAPs equals
that of clients, the random scheme always schedules all clients. By
contrast, NEMOx may partition the clients into multiple (overlapping) groups, each having a high sum-rate and served over different
transmission attempts to achieve higher network capacity.
Figure 14 also plots the results from NEMOxZ, an alternative
scheme that runs NEMOx’s iterative client selection (Algorithm 1),
but replaces the JPP component with ZFBF. The results show that
NEMOxZ achieves performance comparable to NEMOx when the
number of clients is much larger (e.g., twice) than that of dAPs.
This is because with more clients, NEMOxZ has a better chance to
group clients that form a balanced topology, thus maintaining high
capacity. Therefore, when the number of clients is large, NEMOx
can replace its JPP module with ZFBF to reduce its computational
complexity.

7.2

Scaling netMIMO with NEMOx

Throughput optimality and fairness in benchmark topologies. We ﬁrst benchmark NEMOx’s MAC-layer performance by
deploying 3 clusters (top 3 ones in Figure 15), each containing 2
dAPs serving 2 clients. Every two adjacent dAPs can sense each
other. The topology is essentially the same as Figure 5. It has a
well-deﬁned optimal and fair allocation of access rate for all dAPs,
which can be obtained by solving the optimization problem (3).
Our experiments focus on NEMOx’s MAC-layer access opportunity and fairness, and isolate PHY-layer effects by forcing BPSK
modulation (identical data rate) for served clients. We will later
evaluate the joint MAC/PHY effects. We evaluate MAC through-

put by sending saturated UDP trafﬁc to each client, with maximum
aggregated frame size of 4 KB, unless noted otherwise. We use
50ms as the CSI feedback period, assuming this is much shorter
than the channel coherence time.
We compare NEMOx with 3 other schemes. The ﬁrst is Oracle
that directly assigns the optimal channel access probability qj to
each vAP j. The second is FullCoop that groups all dAPs in each
cluster into one vAP, i.e., it greedily employs netMIMO cooperation gain without the semi-synchronized contention in NEMOx.
FullCoop represents an extension of existing netMIMO proposals [5, 6] to multiple contention domains. The third is NonCoop
representing the 802.11 MAC which runs CSMA among dAPs, i.e.,
no netMIMO gain.
Figure 16 plots the throughput of each client. NEMOx achieves a
similar level of total network throughput and per-client throughput
compared to the Oracle MAC, implying that its distributed MAC
approximates a centralized protocol well. FullCoop loses spatial
reuse for dAPs 1 and 6 (which should have more transmission opportunities due to less contention), thus reducing the corresponding
clients’ throughput by more than 79%. Though NonCoop leverages
spatial reuse, it sacriﬁces cooperation gain between dAPs, resulting
in 32% lower network throughput than NEMOx in this benchmark
topology. Note that for clients 2 to 5, FullCoop and NonCoop
may achieve higher throughput than NEMOx. But this comes at
the cost of proportional fairness for clients 1 and 6, which should
have achieved higher throughput when served by dAPs 1 and 6.
We proceed to quantitatively verify NEMOx’s fairness, i.e., whether it delivers throughput gains to all clients by combining its MAC
and PHY modules. As NEMOx targets proportional
� fairness, the
fairness metric should be the log-utility function D
k=1 log(Hk ),
where Hk is the throughput of client k). We evaluate NEMOx with
2 clusters (involving dAPs 1–4), 4 clusters (dAPs 1–8), and 6 clusters (dAPs 1–12) in the testbed topology (Figure 15). By varying
the number of clusters, we can test NEMOx under different patterns
and levels of inter-cluster contention. Due to limited hardware, the
6-cluster case is evaluated using trace-driven emulation.
Figure 17(a) shows that NEMOx’s network utility is substantially
higher than NonCoop, i.e., it delivers throughput gain without sacriﬁcing fairness. Figure 17(b) plots the per-client throughput gain
over NonCoop. The results show that NEMOx’s throughput gain
is strictly higher than 1 for all clients, which further veriﬁes its
MAC-level fairness. Consistent with the above benchmark evaluation, FullCoop sacriﬁces spatial reuse for certain clients, rendering their throughput gain below 1. Interestingly, NEMOx’s median
throughput increases slightly with the number of clusters, even under a ﬁxed dAP density. A close examination reveals that in large
topologies, NonCoop often starves links that fall in the middle of
others (the “ﬂow-in-the-middle” anomaly in 802.11 [20]). Through
tight coordination of dAPs within each cluster, NEMOx alleviates
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such effects, thus substantially improving the throughput of starved
clients. Figure 17(b) also implies that NEMOx’s total network
throughput scales as the number of clusters grows from 2 to 6.
Scalability with network size. We further verify the throughput
scalability of NEMOx in large wireless networks with hundreds of
nodes. Deploying such a network incurs formidable hardware cost.
However, note that NEMOx’s scalability mainly relies on its intercluster MAC, whose properties can be faithfully captured by the
C++-based MAC implementation. We thus run the MAC together
with empirical channel traces. We use a pair of WARP nodes to
measure the channel magnitude and packet loss rate over 40 meters
in our ofﬁce building. The resulting empirical model is used to
generate synthetic channel traces for given node locations, and fed
into the WARPlab-based PHY and C++ based MAC modules to
emulate NEMOx, FullCoop and NonCoop.
To evaluate NEMOx’s scalability with network size, we increase
the number of clusters from 4 to 36. Each cluster contains 3 dAPs
uniformly placed around the cluster-center, and 6 clients randomly
deployed within the coverage of dAPs. Each dAP uses a transmit power of 10 dBm. The dAPs’ communication range partially
overlaps with each other to ensure no dead spot, thus the network
area expands with the number of clusters or dAPs. We deﬁne the
communication range as the empirical distance within which a dAP
can deliver at least 6 Mbps bit-rate with less than 10% loss rate.
The dAPs’ carrier-sensing threshold is set to -70 dBm, translating to around 1.2× the communication range under the empirical
channel model. From the results in Figure 18(a), we ﬁnd that all
three schemes can scale their network capacity linearly with network size. However, NEMOx’s scalability is higher by more than
2× (with a dAP density of only 3), as it opportunistically leverages
spatial reuse and cooperation between dAPs, which are missing in
FullCoop and NonCoop, respectively.
Scalability with dAP density. To validate NEMOx’s scalability
with dAPs’ deployment density, we ﬁx the number of clusters at 4,
while increasing the number of dAPs per cluster from 3 to 19. Other
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experimental settings remain the same as above. The results in Figure 18(b) show that the capacity of both NEMOx and FullCoop
increases with network density, due to more concurrency (multiplexing opportunities) brought by netMIMO. However, NEMOx’s
MAC can leverage the spatial reuse between dAPs, thus achieving
a throughput gain of 1.33× FullCoop at a practical dAP density of
7, and 1.64× with density 19. It is clear that FullCoop, a straightforward extension of existing netMIMO schemes from single cluster (contention domain) to multiple clusters, cannot fully exploit
the multiplexing gain of netMIMO. The random access MAC in
NEMOx is critical to capacity scaling in this regard.
NonCoop’s capacity increases initially due to higher spatial-reuse
created by a denser topology. However, the gain soon plateaus
when interference between links dominates. NEMOx achieves a
throughput gain of 2.21× with dAP density 7, and the gain increases consistently with higher density. Thus, NEMOx makes the
best balance between multiplexing within each cluster and reuse
across clusters.
Channel estimation overhead. Like other MU-MIMO and netMIMO schemes, NEMOx’s gain comes with MAC-layer overhead
due to CSI feedback. In Figure 19, we evaluate the relative channel
time cost of CSI feedback overhead in comparison with that of data
transmissions. The results show that when the dAP density is high,
more dAPs tend to be grouped for netMIMO transmission, thus
raising the feedback overhead. However, even in the extreme case
with an unusually high density of 19, the overhead is around 7%,
negligible compared to NEMOx’s throughput gain. Such overhead does not grow unbounded with dAP density, mainly because
NEMOx’s opportunistic MAC prevents the dAPs from greedily using large group sizes (Sec. 3.1.1). In addition, by increasing the
packet size through frame aggregation, the overhead can be reduced
to a minimum level (e.g., below 2.2% for 4 KB packet size).
We remark that for effective precoding, the CSI feedback period
must be shorter than the coherence time. Recent measurement studies of indoor radio environment [18, 21] found the channel coherence time to be on the order of several seconds for static nodes, and
several hundred milliseconds for nodes moving at walking speed.
These experiments were conducted under controlled settings, with
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Figure 19: Channel estimation overhead under varying dAP
density and data packet size.
short link distances and no moving objects around the links. Depending on the correlation threshold for deﬁning coherence time,
MIMO performance may be affected even when the coherence time
is longer than the CSI feedback period [21]. In the above MAClevel experiments, we have used 50 ms as the CSI feedback period,
which is conservative for static scenarios but may cause capacity
loss for highly mobile scenarios. It has been observed in [18] that
a feedback interval of 15 ms is sufﬁcient for an indoor network
environment with low-mobility and short-distance links. As we decrease the feedback interval from 50 ms to 15 ms, NEMOx’s overhead would increase from around 7–23% (Figure 19). Its network
throughput will be discounted by 16% accordingly, but still much
higher than the above benchmark protocols.

8.

DISCUSSIONS

Compatibility with existing protocols. NEMOx promotes cooperation between distributed APs. Hence, it is best applicable to
managed network environments, such as conference venues, ofﬁce
buildings, and multi-media classrooms. Even after NEMOx is deployed in such an environment, legacy devices are unlikely to fade
out anytime soon. Our main design choices for NEMOx were made
with backward compatibility in mind. NEMOx’ PHY layer is built
on ZFBF, and its channel estimation and ACK mechanisms are consistent with the 802.11ac MU-MIMO standard. Its power allocation
and client selection algorithms only customize the precoding matrix, and can be implemented in the driver. NEMOx’s MAC uses a
probabilistic algorithm and needs modiﬁcations to the 802.11ac AP.
But it can be converted to a backoff-based algorithm by translating
the contention probability into a backoff window size [11]. Moreover, NEMOx requires no modiﬁcations to clients. It can easily
be degenerated to an 802.11-compatible network by regarding each
dAP as the 802.11 AP and allowing the NEMOx mAP to run the
802.11 MAC for them. We plan to investigate the co-deployment
of NEMOx and 802.11 networks in future.
Uplink transmission. In this paper, we focused on improving the downlink capacity of wireless networks using NEMOx, as
downlink trafﬁc is known to dominate wireless infrastructure networks. A simple way to accommodate uplink transmissions is to
allow the clients to send RTS, and dAPs to defer the CTS, waiting for an opportunity when multiple uplink transmissions can be
done simultaneously. Such uplink transmissions can exploit SIMO
decoding algorithms [22] and will be utilized in our future work.
Deployment issues. We have built a netMIMO cluster by extending existing MIMO APs with commercial off-the-shelf RF cables (LMR-400). At 2.4 GHz, the cable causes an attenuation of 6.8
dB per 100 ft (sufﬁcient to cover a typical indoor WLAN cell). With
higher-quality cables, such as LMR-1700, the attenuation can be reduced to 1.7 dB, which is negligible and outweighed by NEMOx’s
cooperation gains.
Multi-Antenna dAP and clients. In NEMOx, each dAP or
client has only one antenna. By allowing multiple antennas and
integrating MU-MIMO communications algorithms, the per-client
throughput can be boosted further. NEMOx’s inter-cluster channel-

access algorithm will still be valid in such a case, but the JPP frmmework needs to be re-designed to exploit this capability.
Dynamic environment. Our experiments focused on static scenarios where channel state remains relatively stable, so as to prevent experimental artifacts caused by the latency of the WARPLab
framework. In practice, network dynamics affect MIMO performance, and the effects depend on a variety of factors, such as node
mobility, number of antennas, link distances, and the variation of
LOS/NLOS. A comprehensive study of such dynamics and the impacts on NEMOx’s performance would require a full-ﬂedged realtime implementation of NEMOx and experimentation on a largescale testbed with high dAP density. This is a matter of our future
inquiry.

9.

RELATED WORK

Network MIMO has recently attracted signiﬁcant attention from
the communications and information theory communities. Using
simple channel models, existing work [23, 24] has proven that the
capacity of a single-cluster netMIMO can scale with the number
of distributed transmitters (or antennas). Analysis and simulation
of multi-cluster netMIMO also veriﬁed its advantage in large cellular networks [25, 26]. Precoding and scheduling algorithms have
been migrated from MU-MIMO to deal with problems in netMIMO
[27], and have also been applied across netMIMO clusters [28, 29].
This line of research commonly assumes a cellular network model,
where a netMIMO cluster is deployed in isolation (e.g., leveraging
dedicated spectrum) or neighboring clusters are synchronized and
centrally managed through TDMA/FDMA. It is, however, difﬁcult
to apply such a model to the indoor multi-cell WLANs that are decentralized and self-organized via CSMA-based protocols.
Coordinated Multi-Point Transmission (CoMP), a concept built
on the theoretical foundation of network MIMO, is expected to be
realized in future LTE networks [2, 30]. CoMP allows netMIMO
cooperation between base stations that form a cluster, so as to remove mutual interference. It is still in a conceptual development
stage and there remain many practical challenges [31], e.g., synchronization and scheduling of clusters. To date, only small-scale
ﬁeld tests [31, 32] have been done, while focusing on a single isolated cluster.
MU-MIMO and netMIMO communications for indoor WLANs
have recently been realized in experimental settings. Both downlink [7] and uplink interference cancellation algorithms for MUMIMO have been implemented [22,33]. Shepard et al. [19] pushed
the limit of MU-MIMO by building a massive antenna system with
64 transmit antennas that can serve tens of users simultaneously. It
has also been proven [34] that netMIMO only needs an order-ofmagnitude smaller number of antennas to achieve the same spectrum efﬁciency as MU-MIMO, primarily because of much shorter
distance between transmit and receive antennas. Yet netMIMO incurs extra infrastructure cost in deploying the dAPs.
Practical netMIMO systems (e.g., [5]) usually share the same
communication algorithm (e.g., ZFBF) with MU-MIMO, except
that the antennas are from distributed transmitters. However, existing netMIMO systems [5,6] assumed a single contention domain
where every transmitter can hear and synchronize with others. A
primary objective of NEMOx is to enable netMIMO in large-scale
multi-cell WLANs spanning multiple contention domains.
NEMOx’s PHY-layer JPP framework synthesizes linear precoding and power allocation, and is integrated with opportunistic user
selection. These individual problems have been explored in existing simulation and analytical studies. For example, Yoo et al.
[35] proved the asymptotic optimality of ZFBF precoding when
combined with user selection and water-ﬁlling-based power allo-

cation, but under a sum-power constraint that is impractical for
netMIMO [2]. Per-antenna power constraints were incorporated
in [36], where precoding and power allocation are separated, and no
user selection/scheduling is allowed. Alternative precoding schemes,
e.g., DPC and TH-precoding [14], can be used to replace the ZFBF
in NEMOx. Evaluation of such schemes is left as our future work.

10.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel system, called NEMOx,
to exploit netMIMO gain for scalable performance in wireless networks. NEMOx organizes a network into multiple clusters, optimizes and performs netMIMO within each cluster containing distributed APs, and manages interference and reuse across clusters
efﬁciently through a decentralized channel-access mechanism. Our
prototype implementation and evaluation of NEMOx on networked
WARP nodes have shown scalable netMIMO performance both within
each cluster and across the network. These indicate NEMOx’s potential for scaling the gains of netMIMO in wireless networks.
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